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New Delhi, the capital of India is known for foreign tourist attractions and national as well as
international trade market. People from faraway places visit Delhi every year for business trips as
well as leisure tourism. Being a major tourist place and trade city there are thousands of visitors
everyday and the number keeps growing every day. Problem with every major tourist attraction
place is accommodation, but in Delhi, it is not an issue worth mentioning. Numerous hotels in Delhi
that provide five star, three stars and seven star accommodations for their guests. Delhi hotels are
renowned for their hospitality and facilities they provide their visitors apart from accommodations.

Some of major five star New Delhi hotels have been rest house of renowned celebrities from across
the globe. Hotels in Delhi provide well-furnished rooms and suits blended with modern as well as
ancient architecture. Some of hotels are built in old-fashioned way so that visitors get royal
treatment and they feel like they are living in a palace. These hotels are beautifully structured and
the staff members treat visitors royally. Apart from accommodations, hotels also provide recreational
and leisure activities that help in rejuvenating mind, body and soul of people. Numerous New Delhi
hotels provide in built spa and beauty treatment parlors that take care of visitors in a healthy way.

Hotels of this city are well equipped with basic and luxurious amenities. There are multi gymnasiums
with latest machineries for health conscious people and indoor swimming pools are common in most
of hotels. Hotels also provide several other facilities like state of art tennis courts, valet parking, wine
cellars and etcetera. Delhi hotels provide world class and gourmet cuisines for guests who stay in
these hotels. Chefs from all over world are employed to serve international and variety meals.
People can enjoy continental and gourmet meals in these hotels at an affordable rate and can
consume worldâ€™s best and oldest wines blended with perfection in these hotels.

People can stay at these hotels peacefully and can be secure because they are well-guarded and
efficient security measures are taken to avoid mishaps. Booking of rooms and suites can be done
online by viewing availability on websites. Hotels also provide Internet facilities and satellite
television channels to their visitors. Some of the hotels also provide discounts on stag booking or
booking for tourist groups in large number. People can choose over numerous well-known hotels
and resorts that have their headquarters in Delhi.

Tourists who are visiting Delhi for the very first time are made familiar with the places with proficient
guides and they get access to all major tourist attractions from the hotels with rented car and cab
facility from the hotel itself.
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